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The wealth of quantum coherence effects depending on the orientation of external magnetic field, the
polarization of coupling and probe lights, and the Rabi frequency of the coupling beam are studied in transition
Fe=2↔Fg=3 of Cs D2 line. The split of electromagnetically induced transparency �EIT� resonances on two or
three resonances determined by the different combination of the polarization of interaction lights and the
direction of applied magnetic fields is obtained. The shifting and widening of the EIT resonances with the
strength of the magnetic field �i.e., Zeeman splitting in the upper and lower levels� and Rabi frequency of the
coupling beam increasing are also discussed. It may develop into the potential application for tunable multi-
channel optical information storage. On the other hand, an explanation of observed asymmetry of spectra by
laser frequency offset from the optical resonance is given with theoretical calculation, which is in good
agreement with the experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that quantum coherence and interference
in an atomic system can lead to interesting and important
phenomena such as electromagnetically induced transpar-
ency �EIT� �1–3�, coherent population trapping �CPT� �4–7�,
lasing without inversion �LWI� �8,9�, and electromagneti-
cally induced absorption �EIA� �10–13�. Besides the funda-
mental interests, these phenomena have promising applica-
tions in the enhancement of the refractive index �14�, the
design of highly sensitive magnetometers�15�, quantum-
information processing �16�, quantum switches �17�, quan-
tum interferometric optical lithography �18�, and optical
propagation with slow or negative group velocity �19,20�.
All these coherence effects have been widely studied in the
three-level atomic system �21,22,1�. However, in real atomic
systems, the atomic states usually have complex structure
with degenerate Zeeman sublevels which can lead to inter-
esting variations of absorption induced by the competition
between EIT and absorption effects due to the interplay
between the dominance of Rabi frequency and Zeeman
splitting.

Recently, quantum coherences in the degenerate atomic
system have attracted great interests because it exhibits not
only the CPT and EIT of the simple three-level system and
Mollow absorption spectrum �MAS� of a pure two-level sys-
tem, but also EIA in the absorption spectra. The quantum
coherences in the degenerate two-level system were exten-
sively studied both experimentally and theoretically in
Akulshin’s group �23–25�. It was demonstrated that the en-
hancement of absorption �EIA� can occur in the degenerate
two-level system for a closed transition Fg↔Fe=Fg+1 with
Fg�0 because of the spontaneous transfer of the atomic co-
herence �TOC�, and the dependence of EIA on the field po-
larization was also discussed. Later Goren et al. �26� found
that EIA can also occur in open systems when the coupling

and probe beams have the same polarization rather than a
different polarization as in the case of EIA-TOC, and they
concluded that this effect resulted from the EIA-TOP �EIA
due to the collision transfer of population �TOP��. Further-
more, the experimental demonstration of EIA was reported in
the degenerate two-level open system regardless of angular
momentum �27�.

With the theoretical and experimental investigations,
more and more complex quantum coherence effects related
to the interactions between multifield and multilevel systems
in the two-level system were developed. The first report
about the spectroscopic features of the coherence resonance
in the degenerate two-level system showed that the absorp-
tion spectra were strongly dependent on the external mag-
netic field, optical fields polarization, light intensity, and
atomic level characteristics �24,25�, and the split of EIT reso-
nances on two, three, or five resonances was also reported
�10�. Later the experimental realization of Gaussian light
pulse propagation from subluminal to superluminal based on
the transformation from EIT to EIA was obtained in the tran-
sition �6 2S1/2, Fg=4↔6 2P3/2, Fe=5� of Cs D2 line �28�.
The theoretical discussion on transitions Fe=0↔Fg=1,
Fe=1↔Fg=2, and Fe=1↔Fg=0 �29–31�, which is driven
by � or �± light and probed by transverse lights with two
equal left-handed and right-handed circular polarization
components �±, showed that the absorption conversion from
EIT to EIA and the effects of widening and shifting of EIT
windows were investigated. All these effects can be consid-
ered as a result of the superposition of pure two-level, simple
three-level �-type and V-type subsystems induced by the
Zeeman splittings. Thus for any transition Fe↔Fg with dif-
ferent polarizations of coupling and probe beams, the quan-
tum coherent effects would present various phenomena be-
cause different superposition of the simple energy level
configurations are involved. Motivated by this, in this paper,
we experimentally and theoretically investigate the quantum
effects in the transition Fe=2↔Fg=3 of the D2 line of the
Cs ensemble with a different combination of the polarization
of coupling and probe lights, which results in the different*Email address: junxiang@sxu.edu.cn
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superposition of the V-type, �-type, and pure two-level sub-
systems; thus the absorption properties are greatly modified.
In this system all of the pure two-level, V-type, and �-type
three-level subsystems are involved in quantum coherence
effects, we show that the number of EIT resonances is deter-
mined by a combination of the polarization of interaction
lights and the direction of the magnetic fields as proved in
Refs. �24,10�. The shifting of the EIT resonances is also ob-
tained when we change the strength of the applied magnetic
field. A qualitative agreement between experimental results
and theoretical calculation is given by using the optical
Bloch equation �29,32�, especially the asymmetry of spectra
is explained with this calculation. This effect might be de-
veloped in controllable propagation of more than one slow
pulse light in one atomic system at the same time.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Two diode-
lasers �TOPTICA; DL100� with 700 kHz linewidth are used
as coupling and probe lights. The frequency of the coupling
beam is locked to the resonant transition between ground
excited Fe=2�6P3/2� and Fg=3�6S1/2� levels using the stan-
dard technology of saturation absorption spectrum with a
lock-in amplifier and a proportional and integrating ampli-
fier. The frequency of the probe beam is scanned through the
transition Fe=2�6P3/2�↔Fg=3�6S2/1�. At the same time, the
frequencies of two lasers are monitored by Doppler-free
saturated absorption spectroscopy. Both of the coupling and
probe beams pass through an isolator to avoid the light feed-
back into the lasers, then after half-wave plates, the two
beams with linearly polarizations are overlapped on a polar-
izing beam splitter before they are lead to the Cs vapor cell.
The extinction ratios of the polarizing beam splitter is greater
than 25 dB, thus the polarization of two beams are well lin-
early polarized and their polarizations are orthogonal to each
other. The Cs cell is placed in a pair of Helmholtz coils at the
side of the cell or a spiral coil to control the strength and
direction of the magnetic field. A pair of coils is used to
produce a weak magnetic field along the polarization direc-
tion of the coupling beam, and then the quantization axis of
magnetic field is perpendicular to the polarization direction
of the probe light. In this case, the coupling beam is treated
as � polarization light, and meanwhile the probe light is

treated as a transverse light with two equal left and right
components �±. On the other hand, a spiral coil can produce
longitudinal magnetic field �i.e., the quantization axis of
magnetic field is perpendicular to the polarization of cou-
pling and probe laser beams�, thus both of the coupling and
probe beams can be treated as transverse lights with two
equal left-handed and right-handed circular polarization
components �±. After passing through the Cs cell, the probe
and coupling beams are separated with another polarizing
beam splitter, the probe beam is detected by a photodiode
and recorded by a digital oscilloscope. The spiral coil and the
Cs vapor cell are shielded with � metal sheets to avoid the
magnetic field splitting of the sublevels from surrounding
magnetic field.

Figure 2 shows the absorption spectra of the probe beam
as a function of the probe detuning with different strength of
magnetic field B when the atoms are put in a pair of Helm-
holtz coils, which give rise to a interaction configuration
that the atoms are driven by a linearly polarized � light
and probed by circularly polarized �± lights. The total
Rabi frequencies of the coupling and probe lights are fixed
to be �c=29.6 MHz and �p=8.9 MHz, respectively,
which is deduced from the definition about the Rabi fre-
quency of light �=��I /2I0; here � is the natural decay rate,
I= P /�r2 mW/cm2 is power density of the field, and the
saturation intensity is I0=1.65 mW/cm2. The corresponding
powers of coupling and the probe beams are 106.9 mW/cm2

and 9.6 mW/cm2. From Figs. 2�a�–2�f�, the strength of the
magnetic field produced by a pair of Helmholtz coils is tuned
from 0 G up to 19.6 G.

As shown in Fig. 2�a�, the absorption of probe laser shows
that the EIT effect is observed for a two-level system. If a
magnetic field is applied, the degeneracy of both the excited
and ground levels is broken, and the Zeeman sublevels ap-
pear. The involved multilevel coherence modifies the prop-
erties of probe absorption. It is seen from Fig. 2�b� that the
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FIG. 1. The experimental arrangement. IO: isolator; HWP: half-
wave plate; PBS: polarizing beam splitter; PD: photo detector; OS:
oscilloscope.
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FIG. 2. The absorption spectra of the probe beam as a function
of probe detuning with different magnetic field strength B. The
intensity of the coupling and probe lights are Ic=106.9 mW/cm2

and Ip=9.6 mW/cm2. �a� EIT spectrum with the strength of mag-
netic field B=0 G. �b�–�e� Separated and shifted EIT peaks with
B=2.8 G in curve �b�; B=8.4 G in curve �c�; B=14 G in curve �d�;
B=19.6 G in curve �e�.
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transparency peak begins to split. When the strength of mag-
netic field B is continuously increased, the EIT window
breaks up into two peaks with a gap between them as shown
in Fig. 2�c�. When the strength of magnetic field B is further
increased, the two peaks move apart from each other as seen
in Fig. 2�d� and 2�e�; and it is obviously seen that both the
two transparency maxima shift their position away from the
region of zero detuning with the strength of the magnetic
field increasing.

Compared to the sub-MHz laser linewidth, the relatively
broad EIT resonances are observed. It is worth mentioning
that the EIT spectral line is controlled by the phase coher-
ence of coupling and probe beam while the absolute laser
linewidth is less important. To get a narrow EIT spectrum,
some techniques has been used to generate mutually coher-
ent laser fields, such as the laser frequency shifting with
acousto-optical modulator as demonstrated in Refs. �10,24�.
In our system, in order to obtain high power of the coupling
beams, two independent extended cavity diode lasers are
used, which is the main reason for the observed broadband
EIT signals.

Figure 3 shows the absorption spectra for different inten-
sity of the coupling beam when the strength of magnetic field
B and probe beam are fixed. The strength of magnetic field B
and the power of the probe beam are taken to be 9.8 G and
9.6 mW/cm2. It is seen from Fig. 3�a�–3�f� that both the two
EIT windows become narrower as the intensity of the cou-
pling beam is decreased from 393.6 mW/cm2 to
43.6 mW/cm2, which corresponding to the Rabi frequency
from 56.8 MHz to 18.9 MHz. The widening of the EIT win-
dows at higher coupling intensity is most likely due to power
broadening similar to the usual EIT case where the EIT line-
width is proportional to the intensity �33�, the other reason
may come from the effect of ac Stark shift on the quantum
coherence, which is similar to the effect of the ac Stark shift
on a quantum interference of general EIT �34�.

On the other hand, when a spiral coil is applied instead of
a pair of Helmholtz coils, the quantization axis of the mag-
netic field is perpendicular to both the polarization of cou-
pling and probe laser beams, so that both of the linearly
polarized coupling and probe lights are decomposed into a
left-handed and right-handed circularly polarized component
�+ and �−. In this case, the absorption spectra of the probe
laser with a different strength of the magnetic field are shown
in Fig. 4. The powers of coupling and probe beams are taken
to be 83.1 mW/cm2 and 8.3 mW/cm2, respectively, the cor-
responding Rabi frequency are 26.1 MHz and 8.26 MHz.
The intensity of the magnetic field B is increasing from 0 G
�Fig. 4�a�� to 17 G �Fig. 4�e��. Figure 4�a� is the absorption
spectrum when the magnetic field of spiral coil is turned off,
as expected for quantum coherence in the two-level system,
the signal of probe beam after the Cs cell exhibits the typical
EIT effect. We can see from Fig. 4�b� that the transparency
peak is divided into three peaks when the magnetic field is
applied. These three EIT peaks are separated and the two
transparency peaks at both right and left sides are shifted,
their position with the strength of magnetic field B increas-
ing; on the contrary, the EIT peak in the center still keeps its
position.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the spectra is different from
that in Fig. 2, which rightly indicates that for the different
scheme of the interaction, the quantum coherence presents
different form, and the number of EIT resonances is deter-
mined by the combination of the polarization of interaction
lights and the direction of applied magnetic fields. The detail
discussion about it is given in the following theoretical
analyses.

It is well know that EIT is one of the most important
modern optical techniques that can be used for the imple-
mentation of information processing and storage �16�.
Subsequent experimental works, such as transporting and
time reversing light �35� and atomic memory for correlated
photon states �36� via atomic coherence provided good
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FIG. 3. The absorption spectra depending on the intensity of the
coupling beam. The strength of magnetic field and probe beam are
B=9.8 G and Ip=9.6 mW/cm2. �a�–�f� The two EIT peaks become
wider with the intensity of the coupling beam increasing. Curve �a�
for Ic=393.6 mW/cm2; curve �b� for Ic=296.2 mW/cm2; curve �c�
for Ic=203.8 mW/cm2; curve �d� for Ic=106 mW/cm2; curve �e�
for Ic=43.6 mW/cm2.
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FIG. 4. The absorption spectra as a function of probe detuning
for different intensity of magnetic field B. Here,
Ic=83.1 mW/cm2 and Ip=8.3 mW/cm2. �a� EIT spectrum with the
strength of magnetic field B=0 G. �b�–�g� the breaking up of the
EIT peaks with B=4 G �curve �b��, B=8.8 G �curve �c��, B=13 G
�curve �d��, B=17 G �curve �e��.
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understanding of perspectives of its applications. The storing
of a pair of pulses of light and dividing photon memory into
two channels in four-level double-EIT systems have also
been theoretically investigated �37,38�. In our system, it is
possible to develop the multichannel information storage
with the split EIT resonances in degenerate two-level
systems.

The strength of magnetic field B and the power of probe
beam are fixed to be 8 G and 8.3 mW/cm2 �the Rabi fre-
quency is 8.26 MHz�, the absorption spectra depending on
the different intensity of coupling beam are shown in Fig. 5.
It is seen that all of the transparency peaks become narrower
as shown in Figs. 5�a�–5�f� when the intensity of the cou-
pling beam are decreased from 334.4 mW/cm2 to
17.3 mW/cm2 �the corresponding Rabi frequency is from
52.7 MHz to 11.9 MHz�. For the large power of coupling
beam, three EIT windows are almost overlapped because of
the broadening effect as observed in Fig. 3, the reason for
broadening is analyzed in the paragraph after Fig. 3. For this
reason, the mediate power of the coupling beam should be
chosen in real application.

It should be noted that the experimental results we ob-
tained in Figs. 2–5 show that the transparency peaks are not
symmetrical in their heights and positions as we have ex-
pected, which are proved to come from the effect of Doppler
broadening. We theoretically analyze this effect by introduc-
ing a parameter in the term of laser detuning of coupling and
probe beams, which explains the reason to break its symme-
try. In the following section, we use the optical Bloch equa-
tions to qualitative explain the coherence effects we obtained
for the real transition Fe=2↔Fg=3.

III. THE THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Figure 6 shows the degenerate two-level system for
transition Fe=2↔Fg=3. The Zeeman sublevels of excited
states are expressed as �e−2�, �e−1�, �e0�, �e1�, and �e2� for

MFe
=−2,−1,0 ,1 ,2, while the ground states are �g−3�, �g−2�,

�g−1�, �g0�, �g1�, �g2�, and �g3� for MFg
=−3,−2,−1,0 ,1 ,2 ,3.

In the scheme of Fig. 6�a�, the two-level system is driven
by a linearly polarized � field with frequency �c and probed
by circularly polarized �± fields with frequency �p. The
coupling beam with � polarization interacts with the transi-
tion MFe

= i↔MFg
= i �i=0, ±1, ±2�, and meanwhile the �±

probe beams interact with the transition MFe
= i↔MFg

= i±1
�i=0, ±1, ±2�. Figure 6�b� is the configuration that both of
the coupling and probe beams have two equal left-handed
and right-handed circular polarized components �±. Here the
lights with �± polarization interact with the transition
MFe

= i↔MFg
= i±1 �i=0, ±1, ±2�.

We write the evolution equations for the atomic variables
as described in Refs. �26,29,39�,

	̇eigj
=

i


�	k

�Ve1gk
	gkgj

− 	eiek
Vekgj

�
 − �i�eigj
+ �eigj

�	eigj
,

�1�

	̇eiej
=

i



	

k

�Veigk
	gkej

− 	eigk
Vgkej

� − �i�eiej
+ ��	eiej

, �2�

	̇gigi
=

i



	

k

�Vgiek
	ekgi

− 	giek
Vekgi

� − �gi
	gigi

+ 	
j�i

�gjgi
	gjgj

+ �	̇gigi
�SE, �3�

	̇gigj
=

i



	

k

�Vgiek
	ekgj

− 	giek
Vekgj

� − �i�gigj
+ ��gigj

�	gigj

+ �	̇gigj
�SE, �4�

where �eiej
=�ei

−�ej
and �gigj

=�gi
−�gj

denote the Zeeman
splitting of excited state and ground states, respectively;
�kikj

=gk�bB /
�i= j±1� is the Raman detuning induced by
the magnetic field B, gk is Lande factor for k=e or g, and �b
is the Bohr magnetron; �eigj

=�ei
−�gj

is transition frequency
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FIG. 5. Absorption spectra versus the detuning of probe beam
for different intensity of the coupling beam. Here, B=8.8 G and
Ip=8.3 mW/cm2. Curve �a�: Ic=334.4 mW/cm2; curve �b�:
Ic=258.2 mW/cm2; curve �c�: Ic=174.6 mW/cm2; curve �d�:
Ic=88.6 mW/cm2; curve �e�: Ic=17.3 mW/cm2.
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FIG. 6. Schematic energy level diagram for a transition
Fe=2↔Fg=3. Solid lines represent the coupling light and dashed
lines are for probe field. �a� The coupling and probe lights are
linearly � and circularly �± polarized respectively; �b� both of the
coupling and probe lights are circularly �± polarized.
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between excited and ground degenerate levels. � is the total
spontaneous emission rate from each excited sublevels.
�eigj

= ��+�gj
� /2 is the dephasing rate of the excited-to

ground-state coherences, �gi
is the total collisional decay rate

from sublevel �gi�, �gigj
is the rate of transfer from sublevel

�gi�→ �gj�, �gigj
� = ��gi

+�gj
� /2 is the dephasing rate of the

ground-state coherence. �	̇gigj
�SE is the spontaneous-emission

repopulation, which is written as

�	̇gigj
�SE = �2Fe + 1��Fe→Fg 	

�q,q�=−Fe,+Fe�,�p=−1,1�

�− 1�p−k−q�

��Fg 1 Fe

− k p q
�	eqeq�

� Fe 1 Fg

− q� − p k�
� .

The dipole moments of transitions are �e−1g−2
=�e1g2

=−� 5
21�, �e−1g0

=�e1g0
=−�1

7�, �e0g−1
=�e0g1

=−� 1
14�,

�e−1g−1
=�e1g1

=−� 4
21�, and �e0g0

=−� 3
14� for the Cs atom

�40�.
Veigj

is the interaction energy for the transition �ei�↔ �gj�,
and it is directly proportional to Rabi frequency of interact-
ing light. In Fig. 6�a� and Fig. 6�b�, the coupling light
couples a different transition �ei�↔ �gj� with MFe

= i↔MFg
= i and MFe

= i↔MFg
= i±1, respectively, thus the Veigj

takes
a different from for the different configuration of Fig. 6�a�
and Fig. 6�b�. In the following, we discuss the quantum
coherence for the two cases, respectively.

A. Numerical results for the energy-level scheme shown
in Fig. 6(a)

In Fig. 6�a�, the coupling light with � polarization is
interacting with the transition �ei�↔ �gi� �i=0, ±1, ±2�,
and meanwhile the probe light with �± polarizations is
interacting with the transition �ei�↔ �gj� �i= j±1, i
=0, ±1, ±2�. In this case, when we ignore the effect of spa-
tial amplitude, Veigj

are written as Veigj
=
Veigj

��p�e−i�pt

and Veigj
=
Veigj

��c�e−i�ct with i=0, ±1, ±2, j= i±1. Here
the magnitudes of 2Veigj

��p�=�eigj
Ep /21/2
 and 2Veigj

��c�
=�eigj

Ec /21/2
 are defined as the probe and the drive Rabi
frequency, respectively. Let Veigj

��p� and Veigj
��c� be real for

simplicity.
In order to simplify the calculation, we consider the con-

dition that the coupling light is much stronger than the probe
light, thus we treat the coupling field to all orders in its Rabi
frequency and meanwhile probe the field to first order. Then
	eigj

oscillates at three frequencies �41,42� the pump fre-
quency �c, the probe frequency �p, and the four-wave mix-
ing frequency 2�c−�p. And considering the interaction
scheme in Fig. 6�a�, we therefore express 	eigj

in terms of its
Fourier amplitudes as

	eigj
= 	eigj

��p�e−i�pt + 	eigj
�2�c − �p�e−i�2�c−�p�t �5�

and 	eigj
in terms of its Fourier amplitudes as

	eigi
= 	eigi

��c�e−i�ct + 	eigi
�2�c − �p�e−i�2�c−�p�t. �6�

Similarly, the populations and coherences within the same
hyperfine level can be written as

	kikj
= 	kikj

dc + 	kikj
��c − �p�e−i��c−�p�t + 	kikj

��p − �c�e−i��p−�c�t,

�7�

where 	kikj
��c−�p�e−i��c−�p�t and 	kikj

��p−�c�e−i��p−�c�t are
population and coherence oscillations at frequencies �c−�p
and �p−�c.

We solve Eq. �1�–�7� in steady state, for which we set the
time derivatives of the Fourier amplitudes equal to zero. The
probe absorption is calculated from the imaginary part of the
susceptibility ���p�; we have

Im ���p�  Im„�e−2g−3
�	e−2g−3

��p� + 	e2g3
��p��

+ �e−2g−1
�	e−2g−1

��p� + 	e2g1
��p��

+ �e−1g−2
�	e−1g−2

��p� + 	e1g2
��p��

+ �e−1g0
�	e−1g0

��p� + 	e1g0
��p��

+ �e0g−1
�	e0g−1

��p� + 	e0g1
��p���/�Ve0g−1

/�eg�… .

�8�

In our calculation, we set the drive field detuning to
zero, i.e., �=�c−�e0g0

=0; the probe field detuning is
�=�p−�e0g0

. We take �gigj
� /�=�gj

/�=0.044, which is based
on the fact that the collisional decay rate from sublevels of
�gi�, the transfer rate from sublevel �gi�→ �gj�, and the
dephasing rate of the ground-state coherence are smaller than
the decay rate from excited to ground state �, for the Cs D2
line, �=5.2 MHz, i.e., the natural linewidth of Cs D2 line
�40�.

When a magnetic field is present, the Zeeman splitting in
the excited and ground states occurs simultaneously, the de-
generacy of the two-level system is broken. Note that the
Zeeman splitting �e �or �e1e0

� of the excited state is not
always equal to the splitting �g �or �g1g0

� of the ground
state. According to the data of Cs atoms for the hyperfine
levels of 6S1/2 ,Fg=3 and 6P3/2 ,Fe=2, we take �e
=�BgFB /
 �gF=2/3�, �g=�BgF�B /
 �gF� =1/4�. In this case,
the total system can be regarded as the superposition of the
simple two-level and three-level subsystems, and therefore
the quantum coherence show the complex effects resulted
from the superposition of simple subsystems. In Fig. 6�a�,
the system can be treated as the superposition of ten �-type
�MFg

= i−1↔MFe
= i↔MFg

= i and MFg
= i+1↔MFe

= i↔MFg
= i� and ten V-type �MFe

= i−1↔MFg
= i↔MFe

= i
and MFe

= i+1↔MFg
= i↔MFe

= i� simple three-level
systems, thus the resulted quantum coherence presents the
compositive EIT of several V-type and �-type subsystems.

The theoretical absorption spectra of the probe beam as a
function of the probe detuning for the different strength of
magnetic field B are shown in the left-hand part of Fig. 7.
The intensity of the coupling and probe lights are taken to be
Vc /�=Veigi

��c� /�=1.138 �i=0, ±1�, Vp /�=Veigj
��p� /�

=0.171 �j= i±1�. Consider the real transition of Fe=2↔Fg

=3, in which there are five coupling fields Vc and ten probe
fields Vp interacting with the Zeeman sublevels, thus the total
Rabi frequencies of coupling and probe fields ��c and �p�
are five and ten times Vc and Vp, respectively ��c=5Vc ,�p
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=10Vp�. The left-hand part of Fig. 7�a� is the standard
spectrum of EIT when we take B=0; As experimentally mea-
sured in Fig. 3, when the magnetic field is present, the EIT
window is divided into two windows due to the multicoher-
ence induced by the Zeeman multilevel states �Fig. 7�b� with
B=2.8�; We can see from Figs. 7�c�–7�f� that, by increasing
the magnetic field, the two transparency maxima of EIT
windows have shifted their position from resonance to off
resonance. Comparing the left-hand side of Fig. 7 with Fig.
2, we find qualitative agreement between theoretical and
experimental results.

Though it is in qualitative agreement between the numeri-
cal and experimental data, when we compare Fig. 2 with the
left-hand side of Fig. 7, we still can see the minor difference
between these two figures that the numerical calculation
shows the symmetric EIT windows, but the two EIT win-
dows in Fig. 2 are asymmetric, which may come from the
effect of Doppler broadening. To take the effect into account,
we need to consider the experimental scheme in which the
drive and probe beams are copropagating and their frequen-
cies are very close, thus an atom moving towards the driven
and probe beams with velocity vz “sees” their frequencies
upshifted by an amount kp,cvz; here kp,c is the wave number
for the coupling and probe laser, vz is an averaged velocity
averaged over a given velocity distribution f�vz�, which
is the Gaussian distribution function of atomic velocities

f�vz�= �1/v���e−vz
2/v2

. Here we give a qualitative analysis by
replacing the detuning �⇒�+kcv and �⇒�+kpv with
v��vz

2� and �vz
2�=�vz

2f�vz�dvz, where v=�2kBT /M is the
most probable speed of atoms at a given temperature T, M is
the atomic mass, and kB is the Boltzmann constant �43,44�.
In our numerical discussion, we set kp,cv=0.142�, with
which the calculated curves �see the right-hand side of Fig.
7� are approximately matched with the experiment results, in
which the non-Lorentzian line shapes of EIT windows are
observed; thus we can conclude that the main reason for the
asymmetrical EIT resonance comes from the effect of
Doppler broadening.

When we fix the strength of magnetic field B=9.8 and the
Rabi frequency of probe beam Vp /�=0.171, it is seen that

with the Rabi frequency of coupling light Vc decreasing, both
the EIT windows become narrower as shown in the left-hand
side of Fig. 8. From curves of 8�a� to curves 8�f�, the Rabi
frequency is decreased from Vc /�=1.138 to 2.42. The right-
hand side of Fig. 8 is the case for the effect of Doppler
broadening and is taken to be kp,cv=0.142�. Obviously these
effects are in agreement with the experimental data in Fig. 3.
From the view point of theory, the physical reason for
the broadening EIT linewidth is similar to that of the EIT
linewidth in homogeneously broadened medium, where
�EIT=�2 /�, when the power of the pump beam is increasing,
more and more detuned atoms are pumped into the ground
state, i.e., � increases, on the other hand, when all atoms are
pumped, the decay of atoms do not increase anymore, then
the broadening of the EIT linewidth is strongly dependent on
the intensity of the pump beam.

B. Numerical results for the energy-level scheme shown
in Fig. 6(b)

As shown in Fig. 6�b�, the transition Fe=2↔Fg=3
is driven and probed by both of the two lights having
two equal left-handed and right-handed circular polarized
components �±. Different from the case in Sec. III A, here
the interaction energy for the transition from level gj to ei
is written as Veigj

=
Veigj
��c�e−i�ct+
Veigj

��p�e−i�pt with
i=0, ±1, ±2, j= i±1. Of course the magnitudes of
2Veigj

��p�=�eigj
Ep /21/2
 and 2Veigj

��c�=�eigj
Ec /21/2
 are

the Rabi frequencies of probe and drive fields, respectively.
Still considering the condition that the coupling light is much
stronger than probe light, we treat the coupling field to all
orders in its Rabi frequency and meanwhile probe the field to
first order. We therefore express 	eigj

in terms of its Fourier
amplitudes as

	eigj
= 	eigj

��c�e−i�ct + 	eigj
��p�e−i�pt

+ 	eigj
�2�c − �p�e−i�2�c−�p�t. �9�

Similarly, the populations and coherences within the same
hyperfine level can be written as
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FIG. 7. The theoretical absorption spectra of the probe beam vs probe detuning with different strength of magnetic field B. Left-hand
side: kp,cv=0; right-hand side: kp,cv=0.142�. The Rabi frequency of the coupling and probe lights are Vc /�=1.138 and Vp /�=0.171. Curve
�a�, �b�, �c�, �d�, and �e� are for B=0, B=2.8, B=8.4, B=14, and B=19.6.
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	kikj
= 	kikj

dc + 	kikj
��c − �p�e−i��c−�p�t + 	kikj

��p − �c�e−i��p−�c�t,

�10�

where 	kikj
��c−�p�e−i��c−�p�t and 	kikj

��p−�c�e−i��p−�c�t are
population and coherence oscillations at frequencies �c−�p
and �p−�c. In the steady state, we obtain a set of linear
equations for the Fourier amplitudes, and if the relation
	ij��k�=	ij

* �−�k� is taken into account, these linear equations
are readily solved.

The system shown in Fig. 6�b� can be considered as
the superposition of ten pure two-level �MFg

= i−1↔MFe
= i

and MFg
= i+1↔MFe

= i�, ten �-type three-level �MFg
= i

−1↔MFe
= i↔MFg

= i+1, MFg
= i−1↔MFe

= i↔MFg
= i+1�,

and six V-type three-level �MFe
= i−1↔MFg

= i↔MFg
= i

+1� subsystems, thus the absorption spectrum due to the
competition between electromagnetically induced transpar-
ency of three-level subsystems and absorption effects of pure

two-level systems might has a complex structure. The probe
absorption calculated from Eq. �8� is shown in Fig. 9. Figure
9 �left-hand side� is the absorption spectrum without the ef-
fect of Doppler broadening �kp,cv=0�, and in Fig. 9 right-
hand side, we set kp,cv=0.142� when a magnetic field is
applied. The degeneracy of the two-level system is broken
and the Zeeman splitting in the excited and ground states
occurs simultaneously. As measured in Fig. 6, when the in-
tensity of magnetic field B is increased from 0 to 17.6, the
one EIT window �Fig. 9�a�� obtained from the quantum co-
herence of degenerate two-level system is broken up into
three transparency peaks �Figs. 9�b�–9�g��. And it is also
shown that the points of the EIT peaks at the right and left
sides are shifted its position far from the center of zero de-
tuning of probe light with the magnetic field increasing, and
meanwhile the EIT window in the center does not move its
position. This effect of shifting points is the result that the
Zeeman splitting is increased with the magnetic field increas-
ing, thus the bigger spacing between the two lower levels of

FIG. 8. The theoretical absorption spectra of the probe beam depending on the Vc of the coupling beam with fixed strength of magnetic
field B=9.8 and probe beam Vp /�=0.171. �1� kp,cv=0; �2� kp,cv=0.142�. Vc /�=1.138 in curve �a�; Vc /�=1.571 in curve �b�; Vc /�
=1.902 in curve �c�; Vc /�=2.21 in curve �d�; Vc /�=2.42 in curve �e�.
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FIG. 9. The absorption spectra of the probe beam vs probe detuning with different strength of magnetic field B. Left-hand side
kp,cv=0; Right-hand side kp,cv=0.142�. The Rabi frequency of the coupling and probe lights are Vc /�=1.138 and Vp /�=0.175. Curves �a�,
�b�, �c�, �d�, and �e� are for B=0, B=4.4, B=8.8, B=13.2, and B=17.6.
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�-type systems or the two upper level of V-type systems in
two-level system leads to the shift of transparency points due
to the two-photon resonance of EIT.

In the process of numerical calculation, the Rabi
frequencies of coupling and probe beams �Veigj

��c� and
Veigj

��c�� represent the frequencies interacted between the
Zeeman sublevels, for the real transition of Cs ensemble
Fe=2↔Fg=3, there are ten parts of coupling fields and ten
parts of probe fields interacting with the Zeeman sublevels,
thus the total Rabi frequencies of coupling and probe fields
��c and �p, which correspond to the values of experiment�
are ten times of Veigj

��c� and Veigj
��c�, respectively. It is

obviously seen that the curves in Fig. 9 are qualitatively
in agreement with the experimental results in Fig. 4. And
considering the effect of Doppler broadening in the right-
hand side of Fig. 9, the asymmetry of two EIT peaks has
accordingly happened.

Then, when we fix the intensity of magnetic field B=4.4
and the Rabi frequency of probe beam Vp /�=0.175, respec-
tively, and change the Rabi frequency of coupling beam Vc,
it is seen that with the Rabi frequency of coupling light Vc
decreased, all the three EIT windows become narrower as
shown in Figs. 10�a�–10�e�. Figures 10�a�, 10�b�, 10�c�,
10�d�, and 10�e� are for the Rabi frequencies of coupling
beam Vc /�=0.252,0.569,0.831,0.971,1.12. These numeri-
cal calculations are in line with the experimental results
in Figs. 5�a�–5�f�. It is shown in Fig. 10 that the distinguish-
able three EIT peaks are obtained at the mediate power of
coupling beam, which is an important condition for the
application of multichannel information process.

Notice that the separations among excited hyperfine levels
are smaller than the Doppler linewidth at room temperature.

In this case, due to the velocity distribution, three different
atomic transition, one cycling transition Fe=2↔Fg=3,
two open transitions Fg=3↔Fe=3 and Fg=3↔Fe=4, con-
tribute to absorption the signal in each case. Taking into ac-
count high intensity and small frequency detuning of cou-
pling beam, the atomic response is quantitatively dominated
by the cycling transition Fe=2↔Fg=3 because of the effi-
cient optical pumping. Thus the absorption spectra for the
real system are qualitative in agreement with the theoretical
prediction as discussed in Refs. �10,24�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the quantum coherence in the quasidegener-
ate two-level system of transition Fe=2↔Fg=3 has been
experimentally and theoretically discussed. The splitting of
EIT window, the shifting and widening of split EIT windows
have been investigated in the presence of magnetic field. It
has been demonstrated that the quantum coherence is
strongly dependent on the combination of the polarization of
coupling and probe lights. All these effects are qualitatively
explained with the theoretical discussion. The asymmetry of
observed spectral has been explained by introducing a laser
frequency offset from the optical resonance.
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